SYSTEMS ANALYST ($45.00/HOUR)

• KEYWORDS: DESIGN; PLAN
• HANDLES ALL:
  – LEADING OF DESIGN MEETINGS
  – DESIGN WORK
  – ESTIMATION (TIME & COST)
  – PRESENTATIONS
• KEEPS A VERY-DETAILED NOTEBOOK
• INPUT: HIGH-LEVEL SYSTEM SPEC.
• OUTPUT: DESIGN DOCUMENTS; TIME AND COST ESTIMATES
COMPUTER PROGRAMMER ($40.00/HOUR)

- KEYWORDS: CODE; DEBUG; TEST
- HANDLES ALL
  - IMPLEMENTATION OF MODULES BASED ON DESIGN
- INPUT: DETAILED DESIGN SPEC.
- OUTPUT: MODULES FOR INTEGRATION AND TESTING
TEST ENGINEER
($35.00/HOUR)

- KEYWORDS: INTEGRATION TESTING; Q/A
- HANDLES ALL
  - TESTING
  - CAN SEND CODE BACK TO CODERS
- INPUT: MODULES TO BE TESTED
- OUTPUT: TESTED PROTOTYPE
TECHNICAL WRITER
($35.00/HOUR)

• KEYWORDS: DOCUMENTATION
• HANDLES ALL
  – REPORT / PRESENTATION WRITING
  – INTERNAL / EXTERNAL DOCUMENTATION
• INPUT: DESIGN SPECS; CODE
• OUTPUT: (SEE ABOVE)
SUMMARY OF WORKERS

• YOU WILL BE ALL OF THESE PEOPLE DURING THIS COURSE

• TRACK YOUR WORK
  – CHARGE ALL WORK TO THE CORRECT WORKER
  – UPDATE ACTUAL VS. ALLOCATED WORK
  – PLOT YOUR GRAPH TO SEE/SHOW HOW YOU ARE DOING